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Abstract—RESTful APIs are often manually documented. As a result, the process of maintaining the documentation of RESTful APIs is both expensive and error-prone. In this demonstration paper, we present SpyREST as an automated software as a service tool that can be used to document RESTful APIs. SpyREST leverages an HTTP Proxy server to intercept real API calls to automatically collect and generate RESTful API documentation by processing HTTP traffic involved in API calls. SpyREST provides an automated yet customizable example based documentation solution for RESTful APIs. RESTful API developers can use SpyREST to automatically generate and maintain updated API documentation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fielding introduced RESTful APIs as a versatile mechanism for connecting internet based applications [1]. For example, a hotel web site may use the Google Maps API to provide driving directions to the hotel. RESTful API developers need to provide and maintain API documentations when releasing the APIs so that the APIs can be used. Maintaining API documentation manually is less efficient and often less reliable than automated documentation [2].

Automated solutions exist for documentation of local APIs within the context of classes, and methods. For example, JavaDoc can automatically generate the documentation for Java APIs. For RESTful APIs, instead of classes and objects, the context of APIs are defined by API endpoints, resources, actions, and example API calls in terms of the HTTP headers, request and response payload formats [3]. The existing tools for documenting local APIs do not natively support the different context for RESTful APIs and cannot be readily used to document RESTful APIs.

In this paper we present SpyREST which provides the necessary tool support to address the unique needs for RESTful API documentation. To this regard, in the next section we have discussed the design goals followed by a HTTP proxy server based prototype implementation to demonstrate an automated RESTful API documentation tool. We then present two use cases to show how API developers can use SpyREST to automatically generate and maintain RESTful API documentation. In the discussion, we compare SpyREST against other tools. We provide an analysis of how the requirements for SpyREST are derived in the related work section.

II. SPYREST

A. Design

SpyREST is a web-based software as a service tool [4]. The design goals of SpyREST is to provide an automated, technology agnostic, and example driven solution for documenting RESTful APIs so that SpyREST can be used a reusable tool to document multiple RESTful APIs. To auto-generate documentation for RESTful APIs, SpyREST relies on HTTP traffic information captured while example API calls are made using a HTTP proxy. The high level process can be described as a three step process: API developers make example API calls using a HTTP proxy server, the HTTP proxy server captures the HTTP headers, request and response data, the collected data is synthesized and presented on a web application.

The proxy server used in SpyREST is a specialized server for RESTful API documentation. A typical HTTP proxy server can intercept and record the HTTP traffic for example API calls but further processing is required to generate a usable RESTful API documentation out of the raw HTTP data. For example, API reference documentations need to be version aware so that the documentation can clearly refer to the relevant API versions. To provide human readable descriptions to the example API calls, relevant information needs to be captured in addition to the raw HTTP traffic. Post processing is required to generate the structure of request and response payloads by parsing and consolidating raw HTTP data from multiple example API calls since the optional fields may not be obvious when looked at individual example calls.

To generate usable documentation, SpyREST automatically parses the captured HTTP request and response data and presents summary tables showing the structure for HTTP query parameters, headers, request and response data. For each field, SpyREST displays the name of the field, example values and automatically inferred data type information such as integer, date time, boolean, and string. To reduce verbosity from large API responses, SpyREST automatically strips large responses to only show representative samples from repeated values in arrays. SpyREST does not capture and strip off any authorization headers used in the example API calls to prevent confidential information from being part of the documentation.

By using an HTTP proxy server, SpyREST enables the documentation of different RESTful APIs independent of the

1 http://SpyREST.com
implementation technology behind the APIs. SpyREST can be used both as a software as a service tool or as a self-hosted tool when isolation is desired. SpyREST is released as an open-source product and for self-hosted solutions it can be customized to fit unique requirements.

The web interface of SpyREST provides a hierarchical navigation for RESTful API documentation as follows: each API host has one or more API versions, each API version has one or more resources, each API resource has one or more API actions, each API action may have a structure of HTTP query parameters, headers, request and response payloads as well as many API examples, each API example may have HTTP query parameters, headers, request and response payloads. The web interface also provides a wiki-like editor to allow API developers to override auto generated API documentation. On each page, the web interface includes collaboration features so that API developers can discuss questions and collect feedback about specific API documentation pages. For each API example, SpyREST generates a cURL command that can be run to execute the API examples without writing any code.

B. Implementation

SpyREST is composed of three main components as shown in Fig. 1. The “Spy” component is the customized HTTP proxy server. This component is written using NodeJS. The Spy has internal logic to decode HTTP request URL and headers and auto-detect API versions for the commonly used version identifier patterns. Table I shows examples of auto detected versions from accept HTTP header and URLs.

### TABLE I: Examples of auto detected versions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Example Value</th>
<th>Detected version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>accept</td>
<td>application/vnd.ex.ca.v3+json</td>
<td>v3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accept</td>
<td>application/vnd.ex.ca.v3.1+json</td>
<td>v3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL</td>
<td>/2.1</td>
<td>v2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL</td>
<td>/2.1/pre/users</td>
<td>v2.1-pre</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Spy also parses the URL to auto detect the API resource, API actions and query parameters for the example API calls. For example, given an example API call made to GET `https://api.github.com/repositories?since=100`, the Spy automatically detects the API resource as `repositories`, the API action as `GET /repositories`, and a query parameter `since` with an example value of 100.

Even though the auto detected API version, resource and actions cover the commonly observed patterns, API developers can override the auto-detections of any of these fields by using custom Spy specific HTTP headers when making the example API calls. The HTTP headers `x-spy-rest-version`, `x-spy-rest-resource`, and `x-spy-rest-action` can be used to override auto-detection of these respective fields. Additionally, API developers can use `x-spy-rest-desc` header to attach human readable descriptions for each API example so that the web interface can tag the examples against meaningful descriptions.

The “Web App” component is implemented using Ruby on Rails. To allow RESTful API developers to edit auto generated documentation, the Web App uses the Markdown Syntax. To facilitate collaboration across all the API documentation pages, the Web App uses Disqus, a popular third-party collaboration service, for commenting.

The Spy writes the captured and synthesized API example data into a MongoDB “Database”. The Web App reads and saves custom edits on the same database.

All three SpyREST components are released as Docker containers. Docker is a lightweight virtualization solution that can either be hosted in-house or using many of the popular cloud hosting providers. The public instance of SpyREST has been tested with the three components in three separate docker containers running on a single Linux server with 512MB memory, 1 core processor, and 20GB disk space.

### III. Use Cases

In this section, we describe two different use cases from the perspective of initially generating a RESTful API documentation for the first time and maintaining the documentation as the API evolves over time.

#### A. Initial API Documentation

When releasing a RESTful API, API designers need to publish the API documentation so that other developers can use the APIs. For demonstration, consider generating documentation for the “GET /notifications (List your notifications)” API that is exposed by GitHub². Using this API a developer can paginate through the list of all public repositories within GitHub. This API action takes an optional parameter "since" that can be used to specify a time filter.

To manually generate documentation for the GET /notifications API, a developer needs to follow these steps: S1) make example authenticated API calls to `GET /notifications`, S2) record the HTTP headers with request and response data, S3) remove duplicate information, S4) remove authentication information, S5) format and stylize the reduced information, S6) add custom content, S7) organize multiple formatted documents together on a web site with

To use SpyREST for auto-generating documentation of an API, a developer only needs to make the example API calls via the Spy proxy server with custom HTTP headers for human-readable descriptions for the API example. Custom edits to the auto-generated documentation may be made by using the Markdown editor. Fig 2 shows a partial screen shot of SpyREST generated documentation for this API given four example API calls. SpyREST fully automates the steps S2-S5, and S7-S8 as follows: S2) the Spy proxy server records the HTTP traffic, S3) the Spy automatically strips off repeated items from the arrays in the response body, S4) the Spy does not save any Authorization header, S5) the Web App renders the documentation for all APIs following a consistent look and feel, S7) the Web App provides breadcrumbs for hierarchical navigation of the API objects, and S8) the recorded data is automatically published by the Web App in real-time. The API developers only need to focus on finding good example API calls for S1 and describing the complex rules about APIs that are not otherwise derivable from looking at the request and response data alone for S7. In addition to automating the RESTful API documentation process, SpyREST also displays a cURL command for each recorded API example so that developers can try the API examples without having to write any code. Using in-page collaboration developers can discuss API related questions and find past conversations all in one place. In this specific example, we see the official documentation of `GET/notifications` provided by GitHub was outdated and missing several fields (e.g., `subscription_url`, `repository.releases_url`, `repository.labels_url`, `repository.notifications_url`, and 28 more) that are automatically documented by SpyREST. API developers can also customize the auto-generated summary information using a wiki-like editor on SpyREST. This allows API developers to explain behaviors that cannot be derived from analyzing the individual example API calls. For example,
Listing 1: Example API call using SpyREST

```ruby
class Github
  include HTTParty
  base_uri 'https://api.github.com'
  headers('Accept' => 'application/vnd.github.v3+json',
          'User-Agent' => 'curl/7.37.1',
          'content-type' => 'application/json',
          'Authorization' => "token GITHUB_API_TOKEN")

  host, port = 'spyrест.com', 9081
  http_proxy host, port

end

describe 'Notifications' do
  it 'List all notifications for the current user, where they are participating, since a time' do
    response = Github.get '/notifications?all=true&participating=true&since=2014-01-01T00:00:00Z'
    assert_equal 200, response.code
  end
end
```

users can edit the table of Query Parameters to explain any parameter that is not used in the example API calls or explain validation rules (such as required, interdependent fields) about the query parameters.

B. Maintaining API Documentation for evolving APIs

Maintenance of RESTful API documentation is another use case of interest since the documentation for RESTful APIs need to evolve with the APIs to reflect the updated information. The 8 steps mentioned previously need to be repeated every time any of the API objects changes when a manual process is followed. Since APIs continue to evolve throughout their lifetime, manually maintaining their documentation incurs further costs or documentation can quickly become outdated.

SpyREST automatically updates the recorded information for each example API call, so rerunning the API examples automatically updates the auto-generated documentation. To uniquely identify each example API call, the Spy computes a digital signature of each example API call based on its API version, resource, URL and custom description. To replay the example API calls, API developers can use automated scripts so that once an example is scripted, it can be run repeatedly. Moreover, the automated scripts can be written as functional tests where the generation of API documentation becomes a side-benefit of running the tests. Running the automated scripts to exercise the API examples frequently can prevent out of date API documentation as shown on the previous use case.

Listing 1 shows an example script written using the Ruby based test framework Minitest. In this example script, on line 1 the class Github is setup so that the Spy proxy server is used to make example API calls. HTTParty used on line 3

is a third-party library for making RESTful API calls. Then the required headers are setup for using GitHub API on line 6. Finally, we setup the proxy connection to SpyREST server.

Then, on lines 17-25, we define an example API call as an automated test script to generate documentation for the GET /notifications API action with three query parameters all, participating, and since. The results of the API call can be used to test against expected results. Using this script SpyREST will generate the documentation for this API and auto-update the documentation by rerunning the script anytime the API changes while still providing test coverage. If custom edits are made to the summary section of the SpyREST generated documentation, then a re-run of the same API example will only update the example section of the documentation with new data leaving the summary section unchanged. Thus, the custom edited content sustains over multiple runs of the API examples.

IV. Discussion

With SpyREST we have aimed to provide a solution to RESTful API documentation. A manual approach is both expensive and susceptible to human errors. SpyREST offers several benefits over existing API documentation tools. We performed a preliminary evaluation of SpyREST by generating documentation of 25 RESTful API actions from 3 different APIs providers (Github.com, KISSMetrics.com, LiquidPlanner.com) using 272 lines of test code\(^3\). Comparing SpyREST generated documents against the official documentation (manually generated) we found that the official documentation for 5 of the 25 API actions had outdated response information that did not match with the actual API responses as captured by SpyREST. This is an expected advantage of automation, since updated documentation can be produced by replaying existing scripts instead of requiring any manual efforts.

Using automated tests to generate documentation serves a dual purpose for maintaining a test suite since the documentation of the RESTful API becomes an artifact from the execution of tests. This is a unique advantage of SpyREST over other API documentation tools that translate manually edited API descriptions into API documents instead of executing actual API calls.

Most general purpose API documentation tools such as JavaDoc extract documentation based on formatted comments from the source code. Since comments are not executable code, manual effort is required to keep the comments updated as the underlying API changes. RESTful API documentation typically includes additional information about HTTP headers, request and response payloads as well as example API calls that are not natively supported by general purpose API documentation tools. Also, API documentation tools for library APIs are often programming language specific. SpyREST overcomes these limitations of code comments based API documentation tools by leveraging a HTTP proxy server where executable API examples are converted into API documentation that can be used to document RESTful APIs independent of independent of what programming languages are used to implement the RESTful APIs.

\(^3\)https://github.com/smsohan/spyrест_exampless

```
SpyREST offers unique features compared to other RESTful API documentation services. Swagger\(^4\) and Blueprint\(^5\) are two software as a service tools for RESTful API documentation. The key difference between SpyREST and these tools is in the underlying approach used. These tools require the API developers to follow custom vendor specific API specification formats to describe the API objects. Once the APIs are described, the tools can auto-generate the documentations for the APIs. There is no automated tool support to generate the required API description in the vendor specific formats. Thus manual effort is required to produce the required API specifications and maintain it over time. SpyREST does not require any intermediate API specification as data is sourced for the documentation based on live API calls. Swagger and Blueprint do not support a self-hosted service to document RESTful APIs whereas SpyREST allows a self-hosted service to document RESTful APIs that cannot be externally shared for confidentiality issues.

The technology choice behind for our implementation of SpyREST components is based on our past experience of using these tools but the concepts behind SpyREST is not dependent on the aforementioned technology choice. As a proof of concept, SpyREST only analyzes JSON based API request and response payloads.

SpyREST is a proof of concept implementation for a novel RESTful API documentation technique. We identify the following limitations. SpyREST has yet to be evaluated. We plan to evaluate SpyREST with a large number of RESTful APIs as well as conduct a user evaluation involving API developers to understand the strengths and weaknesses of our tool. The current implementation of SpyREST only works on JSON based RESTful APIs. SpyREST needs to be enhanced to support other data types such as XML, and CSV. SpyREST, like other HTTP proxy servers, performs an intentional “man in the middle attack” to intercept HTTP traffic for example API calls over SSL/TLS. We consider the security impact of this approach to be low since the data is commonly meant to be included in documentation for public use. Otherwise, API developers can use the self-hosted mode and provide SpyREST with the required SSL keys. Web APIs often include a set of commonly used error responses across a variety of API endpoints. Additional work is required on SpyREST to automatically provide a summary of error responses based on example API calls. SpyREST also needs to be extended to support auto-linking between different API endpoints so that API developers can navigate between related API documentations.

V. RELATED WORK

Several papers have studied API documentation to understand and recommend requirements for effective API documentation tools. Robillard recommended the following requirements for API documentation: include good examples, be complete, support many complex usage scenarios, be conveniently organized, and include relevant design elements [5], [6]. Kuhn et al. discussed the importance of examples in API documentation as a key recommendation based on a survey of software developers using APIs [7]. They identified trustworthiness, confidentiality, and limiting information overload as other key recommendations for API documentation. Hoffman et al. recommended providing executable test cases with API documentation [8]. Nasehi et al. recommended the use of wiki-like editing features for online API documentation to foster collaboration [9]. Parmin et al. and Chen et al. also recommended incorporating collaborative features with API documentations [10], [11]. Stepalina identified several benefits of using software as a service model for API documentations as follows: cost effective yet powerful, platform agnostic and high accessibility, improved document quality, content reuse, automated tools, and organization of robust and scalable documentation process [12].

Several papers have discussed the topic of RESTful API documentation. Espinha et al. found most RESTful API documentations to be less reliable because they are manually generated [2]. Danielsen et al. proposed a vocabulary called Web Interface Language (WIL) for documenting RESTful APIs so that different APIs can be described using a standard terminology [3]. RESTdesc, RDDL and hRESTs have been proposed as custom specifications to describe RESTful APIs [13]–[15]. For RESTful API documentation, Myers et al. recommended providing a consistent look-and-feel and an overall map comprising of both text and diagrams, providing a browsing experience with breadcrumb trail following a hierarchy, an effective search interface, providing example code and a way to exercise the examples without writing code [16].

Our work on SpyREST is a result of following the recommendations as found on the aforementioned related work as well as critically analyzing existing API documentation tools such as JavaDoc, Swagger, and Blueprint, to identify the unmet requirements. Based on our analysis, we incorporated the following recommendations as requirements for SpyREST: automated RESTful API documentation, executable examples, consistent navigation and look and feel, software as a service model, wiki-like editing, automatic stripping of confidential data, reducing information overload, and in place collaboration.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented SpyREST as a prototype tool to demonstrate an automated solution to RESTful API documentation. Our main contribution is a novel tool that leverages a HTTP proxy server to intercept and automatically extract API documentation from example API calls. SpyREST provides an integrated tool for RESTful API documentation by providing features for automated generation, customization, maintenance, collaboration and executable examples under a single cloud based software as a service platform. By automating the repeated parts of the RESTful API documentation process, SpyREST provides a more effective alternative to the manual process. API developers can use SpyREST to save time and costs for generating and maintaining RESTful API documentation. In the future we plan to conduct a quantitative evaluation by using SpyREST to auto generate documentation for a large set of RESTful APIs. We will also conduct a qualitative user study involving API developers to collect feedback about the strengths and weaknesses of SpyREST.

\(^4\)https://github.com/swagger-api/swagger-spec/blob/master/versions/2.0.md

\(^5\)https://github.com/apiaryio/api-blueprint
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